Abstract

The characteristics of a successful financial forecasting system are the exploitation of inefficiencies of a given market and the precise application to that market. Overwhelming evidence indicates that opportunities exist for consistent positive returns over a given period of time. This project aims to provide means for the yield curve projection of government bonds. An ensemble of networks such as back propagation, radial basis function, linear regression, is used to predict the yield. The yield is forecasted using technical analysis using historical data and the output is tested for accuracy and accordingly assigned weights. Using the ensemble of neural networks, accuracy has been tried to be maximized and offer near to actual prediction. Using the yield curve, the investor can assess not only the yield of that bond, but can also the interest rates, and hence, has a very useful tool in his hand for investment purpose, thus
making decisions about whether to invest or not, and if invest then when to invest. The yield curve prediction not only provides the investor a tool to make investment decisions in bond market, but it also serves as a tool to gauge the macroeconomic conditions of the country and hence predict the movement in various other markets as well, and hence make investment decisions accordingly.
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